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The elastic resonant scattering of He atoms off the Cu~117! surface is fully described with the
formalism of quantum trajectories provided by Bohmian mechanics. Within this theory of quantum
motion, the concept of trapping is widely studied and discussed. Classically, atoms undergo
impulsive collisions with the surface, and then the trapped motion takes place covering at least two
consecutive unit cells. However, from a Bohmian viewpoint, atom trajectories can smoothly adjust
to the equipotential energy surface profile in a sort of sliding motion; thus the trapping process could
eventually occur within one single unit cell. In particular, both threshold and selective adsorption
resonances are explained by means of this quantum trapping considering different space and time
scales. Furthermore, a mapping between each region of the ~initial! incoming plane wave and the
different parts of the diffraction and resonance patterns can be easily established, an important issue
only provided by a quantum trajectory formalism. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1828032#
I. INTRODUCTION
Resonance phenomena are a very important issue in
scattering theory. In particular, in elastic atom-surface scat-
tering there are only two types of quantum resonances of
totally different nature: threshold resonances ~TRs! and se-
lective adsorption resonances ~SARs!. TRs were first re-
ported for rotational diffraction by Sibener and co-workers.1
On the other hand, the selective adsorption has been a quite
elusive effect because the corresponding intensities are too
weak to be observed for weakly corrugated surfaces. Due to
the great progress in the design of intense monoenergetic
atom beam sources2 and the availability of well characterized
stepped surfaces,3 together with new focused resonance-
enhanced mechanisms,4 a very rich variety of data on SARs
is now at our disposal.
For any in-plane elastic scattering process, the energy
and parallel momentum conservation rules can be globally
expressed as a function of the incident wave vector ki as
kG,z
2 5ki
22~Ki1G!2, ~1!
where the square wave vector quantities are given in energy
units, with \2/2m51 (m being the mass of the incident par-
ticle!. Here, kG,z is the perpendicular-to-the-surface compo-
nent of the outgoing wave vector, Ki is the parallel-to-the-
surface component of ki ~with u i being the incidence angle
measured from the outward normal to the surface!, and G is
a reciprocal lattice vector. The incidence conditions leading
to TRs and SARs are easily obtained from the kinematic
relation ~1!:
~i! TR condition:
kN,z
2 5ki
2 cos2 u f50, ~2!
where NPG is the reciprocal lattice vector associated to an
emerging/evanescent diffraction beam when the Bragg or fi-
nal scattering angle is u f56p/2. Therefore, threshold
angles uTR
N correspond to critical incidences, such that for
u i.uTR
N the Bragg N-diffraction beam or channel becomes
unobservable.
The TR or emerging/evanescent beam is a very general
feature of diffractive systems, and should be observed when-
ever the scattered particle incidence conditions are such that
a new diffraction beam just appears/disappears. Within this
context the term resonance is somewhat misleading since we
are not dealing with real quasibound states. Due to the uni-
tary condition of the scattering S-matrix, this effect manifests
in the intensity of all diffracted peaks, although it may be
very weak. TRs are expected to provide information about
the long range part of the interaction potential and to be
easily detectable in experiments for highly corrugated
surfaces.5,6
A classical picture of a TR is provided by chaotic scat-
tering in the light of a new phenomenon: the skipping
singularity.6,7 The onset of classical trapping or classical
chaos takes place when a ~outgoing! surface rainbow angle
reaches 6p/2. Then, the scattered particle undergoes a free
motion parallel to the surface before leaving it, although its
perpendicular motion remains bounded due to the attractive
term of the surface interaction potential. This behavior cor-
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responds to a new kind of singularity in the classical deflec-
tion function ~the final deflection angle versus the impact
parameter!, that is, different from the one leading to the sur-
face rainbow condition, which has been called the skipping
singularity because it recalls the classical picture of ‘‘skip-
ping’’ stones on the surface of a river. Hence, when the final
classical scattering angle 6p/2 coincides with a Bragg or
observable angle ~condition for TR!, this singularity also be-
comes observable and the corresponding diffraction pattern
can be interpreted as a quantum manifestation of classical
chaos.8
In Fig. 1 the onset of classical chaos ~solid line! and the
TR conditions ~dashed lines! for the reciprocal lattice vectors
N5(n ,0), with n51,2,3,4 ~in units of 2p/a , a being the
unit cell length!, are plotted as a function of the incidence
conditions for the scattering of He atoms from an assumed
one-dimensional Cu~117! suface. At Ei521 meV ~vertical
dotted line!, above the onset of classical chaos, in the mul-
tiple scattering regime, the TR condition is fulfilled by the
reciprocal lattice vectors ~1,0! and ~2,0!; on the other hand,
below the onset of classical chaos, in the single scattering
regime, the TR condition is satisfied by ~3,0! and ~4,0!. Here,
the ~3,0! channel plays a key role in the dynamics of the
system. Unlike any other channel, the dynamics associated to
this one can be either chaotic or regular depending on the
incidence conditions initially chosen. The intersection points
between the onset of classical chaos and the ~3,0! channel
satisfy simultaneously the TR requirement and the quantum
rainbow condition, that is, 6p/2 is an observable Bragg
angle. Therefore, for incidence conditions below the onset of
chaos, the ~3,0! channel is classically forbidden, but energeti-
cally allowed, which means ~from a semiclassical viewpoint!
that only complex classical trajectories7 will contribute to the
intensity of the corresponding diffraction beam. For inci-
dence conditions above the onset of chaos, the ~3,0! channel
is both classically and energetically allowed, and the contri-
bution to its intensity is given by a set of homoclinic trajec-
tories that escape to the asymptotic region with u f5p/2 at
t51‘ . And finally, for initial conditions coinciding with the
intersection points, the TR is associated to a quantum
rainbow.7
~ii! SAR condition:
kB,z
2 5ki
22~Ki1B!252uenu, ~3!
where BPG is the reciprocal lattice vector exchanged in the
resonance process and en is the nth bound state of the attrac-
tive, surface-averaged potential resulting along the perpen-
dicular direction. Notice that now B corresponds to a closed
or energetically forbidden diffraction channel. In Fig. 2 the
boundary between the chaotic and regular regimes ~solid
line! as well as the three SARs for the B5(3,0) reciprocal
lattice vector ~in units of 2p/a) have been represented as a
function of the incidence conditions in energy and angle for
the He–Cu~117! system. The SARs or incoming-particle
quasibound states are caused by the presence of an attractive
term in the interaction potential, and then are expected to
provide information about the well region of this potential.
In contrast to TRs, SARs manifest as anomalous intensities
in all diffracted beams as a function of some incidence initial
condition ~energy or angle!. Like TRs, they take place when
the scattered particle undergoes a free motion parallel to the
surface before leaving it, but the perpendicular bounded one
is characterized by having an energy equal to one of the
bound levels of the laterally averaged potential ~here as-
sumed to be a Morse function!. This temporary vibrational
trapping process is ruled by the internal width of the
resonance.9 Although this classical picture for a SAR has
been widely discussed and accepted in the literature, long
time ago we showed7,10 that this is not always the case, as
clearly seen in Fig. 2, where the third resonance appears
below the trapping region, in the single scattering regime.
FIG. 1. TR conditions ~dashed lines! for the reciprocal lattice vectors N
5(n ,0), with n51,2,3,4 @in units of 2p/a , a being the unit cell length of
the assumed one-dimensional Cu~117! surface#, and onset of chaos ~solid
line! as a function of the incidence energy and angle for the He–Cu~117!
system. The vertical dotted line ~at Ei521 meV) indicates the incidence
energy for which the results shown in this work were obtained.
FIG. 2. SAR conditions ~dashed lines! when the reciprocal lattice vector
exchanged in the resonance process is B5(3,0) @in units of 2p/a , a being
the unit cell length of the assumed one-dimensional Cu~117! surface#, and
onset of chaos ~solid line! as a function of the incidence energy and angle
for the He–Cu~117! system. Dashed lines represent here the positions plus/
minus the angular half-widths of the three bound states (en , with n
50,1,2) corresponding to each resonance. The vertical dotted line ~at Ei
521 meV) indicates the incidence energy for which the results shown in
this work were obtained.
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On the other hand, it has been shown for stepped sur-
faces that the corresponding dynamics is not parity and time-
reversal invariant,11 and diffraction and resonance patterns
are strongly modified depending on the way the incoming
particles approach the surface ~see Fig. 3!, i.e., the process
strongly depends on whether downhill (u i.0) or uphill (u i
,0) scattering conditions are considered. Experimentally,
recent diffraction measurements on He scattering off the
Rh~311! surface have been reported.12
In order to better understand TRs and SARs within a
fully quantum and ~at the same time! causal context, we
resort to Bohmian mechanics.13,14 This theory combines both
the accuracy of the standard quantum description and an in-
tuitive insight derived from a formalism based on well-
defined trajectories. Therefore, it constitutes a powerful the-
oretical framework to understand the physics underlying
microscopic phenomena, which has been recently applied
with success to relevant phenomena in surface scattering and
molecular dynamics.7,15 For example, Wyatt and
co-workers16,17 have analyzed the scattering of wave packets
off barriers, elucidating the mechanisms leading to tunneling
and resonance effects in terms of quantum trajectories. In
mixed quantum-classical simulations, Prezhdo and
Brooksby18 have studied the problem of quantum backreac-
tion for the O2 – Pt interaction, and Gindensperger et al. have
reported a study including continuum states,19 and a descrip-
tion of rotational diffractive scattering.20 Moreover, efforts
are also being devoted to solve directly the Bohmian equa-
tions of motion by means of approximate quantum
potentials,21 applying successfully this technique to different
problems in molecular dynamics.
Since the classical He–Cu~117! system displays a cha-
otic or a regular dynamics depending on the incidence
conditions,22 it is also expected a priori that quantum trajec-
tories manifest reminiscent features of those dynamics. In
particular, a Bohmian representation of the skipping orbits
will also be provided. According to a hydrodynamical picture
~and through the quantum-classical correspondence between
quantum and classical trajectories7,15!, a classical regular dy-
namics translates into a laminar motion regime for quantum
trajectories. On the other hand, a classical chaotic dynamics
corresponds to a more turbulent motion regime, which may
lead to a long-term temporary trapping of quantum trajecto-
ries. However, unlike the quantum dynamics associated to
the He–CO/Pt~111! system,23,24 a strong ~quantum! vorticial
regime is not expected. The weak corrugation of the Cu sur-
face in comparison with that induced locally by a single CO
adsorbate on the Pt surface and its periodicity, which highly
diminishes the effects of the superposition between different
types of outgoing wave fronts @circular and plane wave
fronts in the case of the He–CO/Pt~111! system#, avoid the
formation of a well-defined vorticial or nodal structure with
bunches of ~quantum! trajectories spinning around the vorti-
ces.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly introduce the fundamentals of Bohmian mechanics
that will allow to interpret the results obtained. In Sec. III the
working model is described. In Sec. IV we present and dis-
cuss our classical and quantum calculations for the scattering
of He atoms off the Cu~117! surface. Finally, in Sec. V the
main conclusions arisen from this work are summarized.
II. NOTIONS OF BOHMIAN MECHANICS
The fundamental equations of motion in Bohmian me-
chanics are derived by substituting the wave function in po-
lar form,
C t~r!5r t
1/2~r!eiSt(r)/\, ~4!
where r t and St are two real-valued functions, into the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation, thus obtaining ~in units of
\2/2m)
]r t
]t
1S r t Stm D50, ~5a!
]St
]t
1
~St!2
2m 1V2
„2r t
1/2
r t
1/2 50, ~5b!
which are the continuity and quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tions, respectively; here V is the ~classical! gas-surface inter-
action potential and the last term in the left-hand side ~lhs! of
Eq. ~5b! is the so-called quantum potential Qt . This context-
dependent, nonlocal potential determines together with V the
total force acting on the system.
The correspondence principle in this formalism is math-
ematically expressed as Qt→0, which leads to a continuous,
smooth transition from quantum to classical mechanics pro-
vided that the dependence of St on r t can be neglected.25
Otherwise the evolution of St is influenced by the quantum
state through Qt , and the individual motion of each particle
is strongly determined by the evolution of the whole en-
semble. This implies, for example, that a redefinition or gen-
eralization of the concept of asymptotic region in scattering
theory is needed. According to classical criteria, it is usually
defined as the spatial region where the action of ~classical!
external forces on particles is negligible (V.0), so that they
undergo a free motion. However, within Bohmian mechan-
ics, forces acting on particles are also determined by Qt ,
which in general does not approach zero far from the inter-
action region, as a typical classical potential does, since it
depends on the curvature of r t rather than its absolute value.
FIG. 3. Interaction potential contour at Ei521 meV for the He–Cu~117!
system. The downhill ~D! and uphill ~U! incidence directions are indicated
by arrows.
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The action of Qt extends far beyond the classical asymptotic
region, and hence the condition for free quantum motion
~i.e., vanishing effective potential, Veff5V1Qt.0, in analogy
to classical mechanics! only holds locally. In atom-surface
scattering problems,26 for example, this condition fulfills
along the directions defining the diffraction channels.
Analogously to the classical Hamilton-Jacobi theory, in
Bohmian mechanics the trajectories associated to the state
~4! satisfy
pt5„St5
\
2i
C t*„C t2C t„C t*
uC tu2
, ~6!
where pt5m r˙t . From Eq. ~6! it is clear that in order to
compute the quantum trajectories one needs either to solve
Eqs. ~5! or to obtain C t through the time-dependent Schro¨-
dinger equation. Here we have considered the second proce-
dure, although there are works focused on the first
one.15–17,21 This procedure allows a better visualization of
Bohm’s former idea that a quantum state is completely speci-
fied by considering both C0 and r0 at some initial time; then,
the wave and the particle evolve simultaneously in a deter-
ministic way.13 This evolution is special since C t ‘‘guides’’
the particle’s motion, but there is no reciprocal action of the
particle on the wave ~this is the so-called problem of the
backreaction18 in Bohmian mechanics!. On the other hand,
the statistical predictions of the standard quantum mechanics
are recovered in Bohmian mechanics by considering an en-
semble of non-interacting particles with initial positions ran-
domly distributed and weighted according to the initial prob-
ability density (r05uC0u2).
Due to the similarity between Eq. ~6! and its classical
counterpart, it is expected that quantum trajectories display
certain features resembling the dynamics determined by V .
This fact is better understood if we assume that C t depends
explicitly on \ . Then, it is possible to derive an expression
for Eq. ~6! in terms of the corresponding classical equation
of motion.7,15 Thus, the wave function ~4! is first written as
C t5e
iS¯ t /\, ~7!
with
S¯ t5 (
n50
‘ S \i D
n
S¯ t
(n)
. ~8!
The function S¯ t is related to r t and St as
r t
1/25expF (
n50
‘
~21 !n\2nS¯ t
(2n11)G , ~9a!
St5 (
n50
‘
~21 !n\2nS¯ t
(2n)
. ~9b!
Substituting Eq. ~9b! in Eq. ~6! one obtains
pt5pt
(cl)1 (
n51
‘
~21 !n\2nS¯ t(2n) , ~10!
where pt
(cl)5„S¯ t
(0) is the classical law of motion since S¯ t
(0) is
the classical action.7,15 Therefore, by considering an explicit
dependence of C t on \, we observe that quantum trajectories
can be interpreted as classical ones ‘‘dressed’’ with a series
of terms describing the quantum interference effects @given
by the second term in the right-hand side ~rhs! of Eq. ~10!#.
These ‘‘dressing’’ terms constitute the capital difference be-
tween both types of trajectories, and in general ~i.e., if there
is no explicit dependence on \! it is not possible to reduce
the classical law of motion from the generalized quantum
one by any smooth limiting process.25 Nonetheless, Eq. ~10!
clearly shows that classical mechanics underlies quantum
mechanics, and hence each quantum phenomenon should
display some typically classical features ~provided that they
are not totally suppressed by the interference terms, of
course!. This fact has been observed, for example, in the
Bohmian generalization of classical rainbows26 and perma-
nent trapping.24 In the following we will analyze other inter-
esting classical ‘‘fingerprints’’ observed within this Bohmian
description of atom-surface scattering.
III. THE POTENTIAL MODEL
Here we have chosen the He–Cu~117! system as a work-
ing model to study elastic resonance effects. This scattering
process is characterized by a very weak ~essentially negli-
gible! corrugation along one of the surface axes ~say the y
axis in a reference framework where x and z are the axes
along the parallel and perpendicular directions to the surface,
respectively!, so that the Hamiltonian can be written as
H5
1
2m ~px
21pz
2!1V~x ,z !, ~11!
where m is the mass of a He atom. The two-dimensional
interaction potential ~see Fig. 3! modeling the He–Cu~117!
scattering27,28 consists of the sum of a Morse function
VM~z !5D@e22az22e2az# , ~12!
with D56.35 meV and a51.05 Å21, and a coupling term
VC~x ,z !5De22az (
n51
4 Fvnr cosS 2pnxa D
1vn
i sinS 2pnx
a
D G , ~13!
with a59.12 Å being the unit cell length, and vnr and vni the
real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex coef-
ficients: v15(0.1828,20.0863), v25(0.0593,0.0157), v3
5(0.0116,0.0002), and v45(0.0017,0.0010), taken from
literature.3,29
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to simulate with good accuracy the scattering
process, we have used an initial incoming plane wave ~ap-
proximated by a linear superposition of 250 Gaussian wave
packets,15 homogeneously distributed along an axis perpen-
dicular to the incident wave vector! covering a length of five
unit cells during its collision with the surface. This plane
wave is launched with an initial momentum ki56.34 Å21
(Ei521 meV and ldB50.991 Å) from the classical
asymptotic region, that is, from a distance such that the wave
closest border to the surface is at 12 Å, where V.0. Quan-
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tum trajectories are obtained by numerical integration of Eq.
~6! once the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is solved
by a standard spectral method.30
Here, the TR calculations have been carried out for the
following incidence angles: uTR
(4)534.43° for N5(4,0) and
uTR
(2)551.51° for N5(2,0). According to Fig. 1, the former
lays on the classical regular region, while the latter on the
chaotic one. On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 2, at
Ei521 meV @and reciprocal lattice vector B5(3,0)] SARs
appear at incidence angles uSAR
(0) .51°, uSAR(1) .46°, and
uSAR
(2) .43° ~now the superscripts make reference to the cor-
responding bound state!, all of them very close around the
onset of classical chaos condition, u i.44.75°. Since uSAR(0)
.uTR
(2)
, SAR conditions will also be discussed when analyz-
ing such a TR condition.
A. Classical dynamics: Direct scattering
and skipping orbits
Classically, depending on the incidence conditions, the
He–Cu~117! system can show two different dynamical re-
gimes: regular and chaotic.22 The transition from the former
to the latter takes place when the rainbow angle exceeds the
critical value 6p/2. The chaotic dynamics is characterized
by a temporary vibrational trapping of He atoms, and the
different bouncing motions along the surface are known as
skipping orbits.6,7 Atoms keep moving in these orbits until
the effective momentum exchange between the x and z di-
rections allows them to overcome the attractive term of the
interaction potential and escape. This dynamics contrasts
with that found in He–CO/Pt~111! scattering.23,24 Due to the
weak corrugation of the Pt surface, atoms remain indefinitely
trapped along the surface unless other adsorbates favor such
an effective momentum exchange, thus allowing them to es-
cape.
The classical dynamics of the He–Cu~117! system is
well characterized by the deflection function, which relates
the final deflection angle of atoms, u f , to their respective
impact parameters for given incidence conditions (Ei ,u i).
Since classical dynamics is local and the system possesses
translational symmetry along the x direction, all the dynami-
cal information can be obtained from the behavior of the
deflection function along a single unit cell ~this is the reason
why normalized impact parameters are used!. The corre-
sponding deflection functions for downhill scattering at the
two TR conditions mentioned above are displayed in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4~a! the presence of four rainbow angles ~three posi-
tive and one negative! is clearly observed as extrema of the
deflection function. The smoothness of this function is the
typical feature of a classical regular regime. In Fig. 4~b!,
with a greater value of the incidence angle, the three ~posi-
tive! rainbow angles exceed 1p/2, and then a chaotic dy-
namics ~ill behavior of the classical deflection function! lead-
ing to a temporary vibrational trapping of atoms along the
surface occurs. This region, far from presenting randomly
distributed deflection angles, has a fractal structure.7 For up-
hill scattering, a chaotic dynamics is observed in both cases.
However, here it is caused because the lowest rainbow angle
~now there is a downwards shift of the deflection function,
and all rainbow angles are negative! exceeds 2p/2. This is a
clear manifestation of the nonreversal space symmetry of the
Cu~117! surface. The lack of symmetry implies that the ef-
fective momentum exchange from the incidence to the par-
allel direction is more efficient in the uphill scattering, thus
inducing temporary trapping in the case of both incidence
conditions.
In order to compare later both classical and Bohmian
dynamics quantitatively, it is important to have some mea-
surement providing more information about the classical
trapping. This information can be obtained, for example,
from the fraction of trajectories, Nt , remaining inside a cer-
tain region S as a function of time. The function Nt is shown
in Fig. 5 for the two incidence conditions considered above
and for both downhill and uphill scatterings. It has been ob-
tained by counting the number of trajectories remaining in-
side the region S“$z<8 Å% at time intervals of 0.5 ps. Nt
has been smoothed by using B-splines ~dashed lines!. These
trajectories are initially distributed along a line perpendicular
to the incidence direction ~no time delay effects derived from
classical trajectories started either closer to or farther from
the surface are considered now; see below!, and in the clas-
sical asymptotic region. The plateau of value 1 reached by
Nt indicates that all trajectories are inside S, and remains for
’1.5 ps independently of the dynamics ~downhill or uphill!.
The time at which this plateau is reached depends, of course,
on the initial angle. Trajectories launched at u i5uTR(2) undergo
a delay of 0.5 ps approximately in their entry to and exit
from S with respect to those launched at u i5uTR
(4)
. The col-
lision time for a trajectory to reach its first turning point on
FIG. 4. Classical deflection function for He–Cu~117! scattering at downhill
incidence conditions Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) . The
impact parameter is normalized to the length of one unit cell (a
59.12 Å).
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the surface increases with the incidence angle and ranges
from 0.5 to 1.8 ps approximately for the cases considered
here ~uphill scattering included!. However, the differences
between both dynamics become more obvious from Nt as
trajectories start leaving S. For a regular dynamics, as shown
in Fig. 5~a! in the case of downhill scattering ~solid circles!,
Nt undergoes a progressive ~and relatively fast! decrease un-
til about 4 ps, when it vanishes completely because all tra-
jectories are outside S. On the contrary, a chaotic dynamics,
as that displayed by downhill scattering at u i5uTR
(2)
, induces
temporary trapping of trajectories, thus leading to a slower
decrease of Nt @see Fig. 5~b!#. Up to 4 ps approximately the
decrease is relatively fast, like in the regular case. Then, for
about 1 ps, Nt shows a slight shoulder indicating that al-
though there are trajectories exiting at a slow rate, an impor-
tant fraction of them (;40%) still remain trapped. Approxi-
mately 82% of these trapped trajectories will escape after
their second collision with the surface, which corresponds to
the second fast decrease in Nt observable in Fig. 5~b!. After
this second set of trajectories is gone, at 6 ps approximately,
the decrease rate of Nt turns much slower until all He atoms
get desorbed from the surface asymptotically. This change of
trend in Nt with time is characteristic of a chaotic dynamics
~also observable under uphill scattering conditions!.
In general, for a chaotic dynamics the tail of the Nt
function is expected to be smoother as the incidence angle
increases, since a larger number of atoms get trapped, and
therefore the escaping rate is lower. With the incidence
angle, the deflection function will display wider regions of
chaos with small windows of regularity appearing in be-
tween or at the edges of such a function.
B. Wave packet calculations: The restricted norm
The presence of different dynamical regimes and their
influence on the elastic scattering can be studied from a
quantum point of view by means of a very suitable analog of
Nt : the restricted norm,27 defined as
Pt5E
S
r tdr ~14!
~S is the same region previously considered!. The restricted
norm as a function of time is displayed in Fig. 6 for incom-
ing plane waves fulfilling TR ~and nearly SAR! conditions,
and downhill ~solid lines! and uphill ~dashed lines! scatter-
ings. As can be seen, Pt does not reach the maximum value
of 1. This is due to the fact that there is always a fraction of
the incoming wave that remains outside S ~smaller as the
wave vector approaches the normal incidence, for which the
maximum of Pt corresponds to 1!, not contributing therefore
to the integral ~14!. As inferred from Fig. 6, the two dynami-
cal regimes for the He–Cu~117! system are also evident at a
quantum level. For conditions of classical regularity @Fig.
6~a! for downhill scattering# the tail of Pt , after its maxi-
mum value has been reached, displays a single well-defined
decrease rate. In contrast, for conditions at which classical
chaotic dynamics occurs @Fig. 6~b! for downhill scattering,
and both figures for uphill scattering# two different rates are
FIG. 5. Fraction of trapped classical trajectories inside the region S for
incidence conditions Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) .
Downhill and uphill scatterings are indicated by solid and open circles,
respectively. In all cases dashed lines indicate a B-spline fitting to better
appreciate the trend of the results.
FIG. 6. Restricted norm for incoming waves with incidence conditions Ei
521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) . Downhill and uphill scatter-
ings are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively. For comparison,
classical results are also plotted with open circles.
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clearly visible. The second one is smaller and corresponds,
precisely, to the trapped portion of the wave packet, which
moves parallel to the surface. For uphill scattering the differ-
ence between both dynamical regimes is even sharper; the
two escaping rates can be better distinguished, those corre-
sponding to the trapped portion of the wave packet being
relatively lower than for downhill scattering. This fact is also
observed in Fig. 5, where Nt displays similar features for
uphill scattering.
For a better comparison between the classical and quan-
tum results, the classical analog to Pt has been computed by
considering a large number of classical trajectories statisti-
cally distributed according to r0 . These results are also plot-
ted in Fig. 6 ~open circles! for downhill scattering. As can be
seen, the quantum-classical correspondence is fairly good, in
particular for the regular regime @see Fig. 6~a!#.
It should also be noticed that quantum trapping does not
mean necessarily resonant scattering. The SAR condition
rather implies a quantization of the perpendicular momentum
transfer @see Eq. ~3!#. In this type of calculations the transi-
tion from the single-scattering to the multiple-scattering re-
gime is smooth and, at the onset of classical chaos, such a
distinction is not very clear. The second rate has been used in
Ref. 27 to compute SAR lifetimes. A more detailed analysis
of these results will be given in the following section.
C. Quantum trajectory description
Here we analyze the structure of quantum trajectories in
the two regimes represented by the incidence angles uTR
(4) and
uTR
(2) and for both downhill and uphill scatterings. The crite-
rion used to study the trajectories is the same followed in our
previous works,24 i.e., we consider initial conditions for the
trajectories distributed along cuts or slices of r0 transversal
to the incident wave vector direction.
In Fig. 7 a sample of quantum trajectories for the two
downhill incidence conditions mentioned above, and started
at slices of r0 close to the surface, are displayed. In panel ~a!
we can observe that quantum trajectories escape through sev-
eral exit channels after remaining trapped along the surface a
distance of one unit cell or less. These exit channels are
related, as shown in Ref. 26, to the classical caustics. On the
contrary, in panel ~b! quantum trajectories remain trapped
along the surface for a much longer time, thus covering a
larger number of unit cells. These trapped quantum trajecto-
ries represent the direct analog of the ~classical! skipping
orbits. The striking difference in the behavior of both types
of trajectories relies on the presence of a sort of sliding mo-
tion in the region of stronger interaction in the quantum case,
thus following the potential contour, while classically only a
‘‘bouncing’’ motion is observed for the same dynamical re-
gime. Only a small portion of such quantum trajectories
~those exiting parallel to the surface! contribute to the dif-
fraction intensity of the corresponding TR.
We would like to stress here two more points concerning
the behavior of the quantum trajectories under resonance
conditions @see Figs. 2 and 7~b!#. First, a SAR in the chaotic
region should be interpreted as a bounded motion along the z
direction with a vibrational frequency given by the corre-
sponding bound state of the interaction potential, and a free
motion parallel to the surface during a lifetime given by the
inverse of the internal half-width covering a distance of two
or more unit cells. Second, a SAR in the regular or single
scattering regime should be interpreted in a similar way, but
in a shorter time scale and covering a length of one single
unit cell or less. This is in sharp contrast to the classical idea
of trapping, in which at least two consecutive unit cells are
involved. Moreover, notice also the apparent lack of vortitial
dynamics, unlike the one observed in the He–CO/Pt~111!
system.23,24 Although quantum trapping is observed in the
lower panel, due to the weak corrugation of the Cu surface
and its periodicity a well-defined structure of quantum vorti-
ces cannot be distinguished. Nonetheless, certain degree of
vorticity can be still appreciated very close to the surface.
In Fig. 8 quantum trajectories for the two uphill scatter-
ing conditions are also plotted, showing again the non parity
and time-reversal invariance of this scattering. In both cases
the existence of a new type of quantum skipping orbits is
apparent. Particles usually remain moving along the surface.
However, as can be seen, some of them are now bouncing
along a different axis far from the surface. It could be said
that they are feeling an effective corrugated ~quantum! po-
tential along those axes. This effect is more clearly observed
in Fig. 8~a! at final grazing angles.
In order to better understand the concept of trapping in
the classical and quantum domains, nine quantum and clas-
sical trajectories sampling the region covered by the incom-
ing plane wave will be analyzed in more detail. Accordingly,
we have chosen three initial conditions in the rear, central,
FIG. 7. Quantum trajectories for downhill scattering at incidence conditions
Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) . The initial positions for the
quantum trajectories are chosen along a slice in the front part of r0 .
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and front parts of r0 , and incidence at u i5uTR
(2)
. In Fig. 9 the
behavior of such nine quantum trajectories ~left column! is
compared to those of their classical counterparts ~right col-
umn!. A first remarkable feature observed is the global ~or
nonlocal! character of Bohmian dynamics in contrast to the
local character of classical dynamics. The different quantum
behavior of atoms as they approach the surface with different
initial conditions is caused by the quantum potential. Ob-
serve that classical dynamics is independent of the initial
distribution of the particles for the same initial positions. The
quantum dynamics is very strongly influenced by the initial
distribution: particles coming from behind ‘‘know’’ ~through
the information transmitted by the quantum potential! that
before them there are other particles reaching the surface,
and therefore they cannot follow the same tracks. In this way,
while the front trajectories reach the surface and move along
it @see Fig. 9~c!#, those started behind cannot approach it @see
Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#. Indeed, the trajectories started in the
outmost rear part of r0 can approach ~in average! only at 6.4
Å, which is a remarkable distance taking into account that
the upper boundary of S is 8 Å. This behavior making the
atoms to undergo a bounce when they are still far from the
surface, arises from the different effective forces that they
‘‘feel’’ depending on their initial position relative to r0 . The
concept of quantum pressure was introduced in another
context24 in order to explain this observation. Particles under
a high pressure ~and close to the surface! are constrained to
keep moving along the surface until such a pressure de-
creases enough to let them escape. Thus, as can be inferred
from Fig. 7~a!, the effects of quantum pressure are relatively
small along the exit channels. On the other hand, quantum
trapping also comes from the attractive dynamics governed
by the interaction potential ~which can coincide with condi-
tions of classical trapping!. In Fig. 7~b! it is apparent that the
front trajectories follow a sliding motion along the potential
surface in the region where the collision of the whole en-
semble of trajectories with the surface takes place. However,
when the upper trajectories begin to leave, such a pressure
decreases, and the quantum trajectories that remain trapped
along the surface either keep moving in the same direction
due to the attractive potential or simply escape. Second, let
us emphasize in the regular and chaotic regimes the impul-
sive character of classical trajectories. In classical mechanics
the collision can be considered, in a simplistic way, as an
instantaneous kick of the particle against the surface, thus
changing its initial momentum. Depending on this initial mo-
mentum and how the kick takes place ~i.e., depending on the
particular orientation of the surface with respect to the direc-
tion of the incoming particle!, the atom will get trapped ~and
move along a length of more than one unit cell! or not. This
is something totally different with respect to what happens in
Bohmian mechanics, where the concepts of collision and
trapping acquire a more generalized meaning. Only those
trajectories associated to the central and rear parts of r0 will
display features typical of classical trajectories. And third, in
the light of the previous statements, we note that for He
atoms scattering off Cu~117!, in particular, and any corru-
gated surface, in general, the quantum dynamics can be con-
sidered as an isomorphism of the classical one ‘‘plus inter-
ferences.’’ Thus, classical dynamics provides a sort of pattern
FIG. 8. Quantum trajectories for uphill scattering at incidence conditions
Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i52uTR(4) and ~b! u i52uTR(2) . The initial positions
for the quantum trajectories are chosen along a slice in the front part of r0 .
FIG. 9. Quantum ~left! and classical ~right! trajectories started with initial
positions covering the rear ~a!, central ~b!, and front ~c! parts of r0 for
downhill He–Cu~117! scattering at uTR(2) and Ei521 meV.
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ruling the different observable dynamics ~regular or chaotic,
in this case!, and interferences determine the final motion
displayed by the quantum trajectories, i.e., their global dy-
namics under the effects of the quantum pressure.
Finally, the quantum results shown in Fig. 6 can also be
obtained by using an ensemble of Bohmian trajectories ini-
tially distributed according to r0 ~as in the classical case,
also shown in that figure!. Due to Eq. ~5a! and its coupling to
Eq. ~5b!, the distribution of Bohmian trajectories at any time
r t will be equal to uC tu2. Therefore, Pt must be exactly the
same independently of how it was obtained, either by Bohm-
ian or by standard quantum mechanics. No difference ~apart
from those derived from the accuracy of the different com-
putational techniques, obviously! can be observed between
both calculations; otherwise, any physical implication de-
rived from such a difference will be undoubtedly wrong.
Thus, by computing the lifetimes ~either by Bohmian or stan-
dard quantum calculations! as suggested in Ref. 27, i.e., fit-
ting the tail of the restricted norm to an exponentially de-
crease function, we have obtained t.2.44 ps for u i5uTR
(2)
~SAR condition!. From Fig. 2, an estimation of 2.13 ps is
obtained for the same resonance. On the other hand, for off
resonance conditions, for example, at u i5uTR
(4)
, the residence
time is about 0.57 ps.
D. Quantum deflection functions
In Figs. 10 and 11 the quantum deflection functions for
downhill scattering at the two incidence conditions used
above are displayed. In each plot, a total number of 5000
trajectories with initial positions distributed along the same
three different transversal slices of r0 as in Fig. 9 have been
used. The impact parameter is given in terms of the total
length illuminated by the atomic beam ~five unit cells!. Let
us remark that the quantum deflection function has been
evaluated in the Fresnel region, where the classical
asymptotic region is already reached, in order to avoid
longer propagation times. Hence, the typical staircase struc-
ture presented by this function in the Fraunhofer region,25,26
where each step corresponds to a different diffraction chan-
nel, is not observable. Moreover, due to the off-normal inci-
dence and the lack of reflection symmetry of the interaction
potential, one should not expect that the trajectories associ-
ated to each slice of r0 give rise to similar quantum deflec-
tion functions, as happens in simpler cases.26 Thus, the step
corresponding to a certain diffraction channel will show a
different length depending on the deflection function consid-
ered due to the non ~dynamical! equivalence among trajec-
tories started at different slices.
In general, three features are remarkable from the quan-
tum deflection function. First, the global nature of the quan-
tum dynamics is again patent. From top to bottom, we can
observe in each figure that the corresponding dynamics has
its own peculiarities. In the upper panels, which represent the
dynamics of the trajectories initiated farther from the surface,
the deflection function is relatively smooth, like in a laminar
regime. This is an indication of a low quantum pressure. On
the contrary, as we approach the surface and the quantum
pressure increases, such a smooth behavior turns into a more
complex one. Second, also from top to bottom, it is apparent
which groups of trajectories are subsequently going to
mainly contribute to each diffraction peak. This is clearer in
the case of Fig. 10. The trajectories initiated farther from the
surface @see Fig. 10~a!# will mainly contribute to the peaks
with higher final scattering angles; the 1p/2 value is not
reached. Trajectories starting at the central part of r0 @see
Fig. 10~b!# will cover more or less the same final angular
region as before. Finally, trajectories in the closest part to the
surface @see Fig. 10~c!# will contribute to two totally differ-
ent regions: negative final scattering angles and the ~4,0! TR
~quantum skipping trajectories!. Therefore a mapping can be
established between the different regions covered by the ini-
tial plane wave and those of the diffraction and/or resonance
patterns. Third, from Fig. 4~a!, it is seen that for the same
initial conditions, classical trajectories do not display chaos,
and this leads to a certain smoothness in the deflection func-
tions calculated, as shown in Fig. 10. However, the structure
of the quantum deflection functions plotted in Fig. 11 for
u i5uTR
(2) at Ei521 meV is much more involved. In particu-
lar, in the lowest panel, we observe that the trajectories ini-
FIG. 10. Quantum deflection function computed with quantum trajectories
started with initial positions along the rear ~a!, central ~b!, and front ~c! parts
of r0 for downhill He–Cu~117! scattering at uTR(4) and Ei521 meV.
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tiated closer to the surface cover mainly the whole final an-
gular range ~from 2p/2 to p/2!. This high complexity
displayed by the quantum deflection function is a clear mani-
festation of the underlying classical chaotic scattering dy-
namics @see Fig. 4~b!# caused by the temporary trapping of
trajectories along the surface. Nonetheless, in the Bohmian
case it might also be expected that for a longer propagation
time interferences will play an important role with respect to
the final asymptotic shape of the quantum deflection func-
tion. Limitations in the size of the interferences due to the
uncertainty principle a priori could restrict the fractal behav-
ior of the quantum dynamics, in opposition to what can be
observed classically. In some sense, this is similar to what
happens in a double-slit experiment7 when the width of the
slits is much smaller than the particle incident wavelength;
no portion of the incoming plane wave can pass through the
slits, and the whole front is backscattered. Consequently, un-
like their classical counterparts, all quantum trajectories are
deflected backwards and no one passes through the slits.
In analogy to the classical trapping ratio, the fraction of
trapped Bohmian trajectories N tB can also be calculated in a
similar way. This function is plotted in Fig. 12 for the three
same sets of initial positions and downhill scattering used
above to compute the quantum deflection functions. The con-
tributions of the trajectories have not been weighted with the
initial distribution since it is interesting to establish a one-to-
one comparison with Nt . For this goal, we consider normal-
ization to the highest value of N tB (N tB51 when all trajec-
tories are inside S!. The quantum pressure effect is again
apparent. Observe that those trajectories started farther from
the surface will display lower maxima for N tB than those
other starting closer. Moreover, the maximum of N tB as well
as the time before it gets vanished are directly linked to the
initial positions of the ensembles of trajectories, unlike the
classical case. On the other hand, those trajectories in the
front part of r0 show again clear fingerprints of the classical
dynamics except in the way N tB goes to 0, which is slower;
quantum pressure does not allow them to leave S before
other trajectories coming behind have already exited. None-
theless, in both cases a descending staircase structure is ob-
servable @better appreciated in Fig. 12~a!#. This structure,
related to the periodicity of the interaction potential seen by
the incoming plane wave ~one step by each unit cell illumi-
nated!, is a manifestation of the exit channels mentioned
above, along which the effects of quantum pressure are
smaller. As soon as a bunch of trajectories reaches one of
these exit channels, N tB undergoes a sudden decrease. Thus,
the main differences arise from the residence time, i.e., the
time for which the maximum value of N tB is maintained.
Approximately, this time is 1.09 ps for u i5uTR
(4)
, and 3.77 ps
FIG. 11. Quantum deflection function computed with quantum trajectories
started with initial positions along the rear ~a!, central ~b!, and front ~c! parts
of r0 for downhill He–Cu~117! scattering at uTR(2) and Ei521 meV.
FIG. 12. Fraction of trapped Bohmian trajectories inside S for downhill
incidence conditions Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) . The
trajectories are started with initial positions covering the rear ~dotted line!,
central ~dashed line!, and front ~solid line! parts of r0 .
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for u i5uTR
(2)
. For uphill scattering conditions the residence
times are longer, 1.19 and 4.10 ps, respectively.
Finally, in order to complete our analysis, the results of
Fig. 12 are shown in Fig. 13 correctly weighted, so that the
~statistical! relevance of the contribution of each group of
trajectories to Pt and the effects of the global quantum dy-
namics can be better understood. In this way, we define the
weighted fraction of trapped quantum trajectories as
Wt}(
i
r0~ri
0!d~z2zi
t! for zPS , ~15!
where the index i runs over the total number of trajectories
of each ensemble ~5000!, ri0 is the initial position of each
trajectory, and zit is the z coordinate of each trajectory at time
t . The proportional relation comes from the fact that the Wt
function plotted is not exactly the value given by the rhs of
Eq. ~15!, but rather a renormalized one. This renormalization
is carried out by assuming the maximum value of Wt equal
to the maximum value of Pt . Moreover, let us remark that
Pt.(nW t(n) , where n runs over all the slices of r0 consid-
ered. Thus, while Wt only accounts for the weighted number
of trapped trajectories corresponding to one single slice of
r0 , Pt stands for the ~also weighted! total number of trapped
trajectories with initial positions covering the whole spatial
extension of r0 . Hence, in the ~a! and ~b! panels of Fig. 13,
it is observed that each Wt function contributes differently to
Pt , although its shape does not change with respect to that
presented by its homologous N tB . As can be clearly seen, the
main contribution to Pt is given by the trajectories started in
the central and front slices of the region covered by r0 ,
while the rest contribute marginally. This is obvious, since
the profile of the incoming plane wave along the direction
parallel to the initial wave vector is a Gaussian, and then the
number of trajectories in the central part of r0 will be pro-
portionally larger than in any other. Comparing Fig. 13 with
the corresponding case in Fig. 6, the position of the maxi-
mum ~in t) of Wt agrees fairly well with that of Pt . Other
ensembles of trajectories initially located at the borders of
the Gaussian profile will contribute only to small deviations
of the position of the maximum of Wt , thus resulting a total
agreement with Pt . Notice, however, that the trajectories
started at the front part of r0 determine the long-range be-
havior of Wt , and therefore are responsible for the tail dis-
played by the decaying of Pt leading to higher residence
times or SAR lifetimes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, in this work we have provided a full de-
scription of classical and quantum trappings in the scattering
of He atoms from highly corrugated surfaces. In particular,
we have studied the classical and quantum dynamics associ-
ated to the He–Cu~117! scattering. A very well-defined
quantum-classical correspondence has been established, thus
generalizing the systems previously studied by the
authors.23,24 Moreover, a purely quantum description in
terms of trajectories has been provided for two different
kinds of resonances: threshold and selective adsorption reso-
nances. In order to better understand such phenomena, the
image of a sliding motion following the potential contour
and the concept of quantum pressure have been invoked in
sharp contrast to the impulsive character of classical colli-
sions. Nonetheless, although both types of resonances are
satisfactorily explained in terms of the temporary trapping of
quantum trajectories, there are important differences ~apart
from their intrinsic physical meanings! between them related
to their time and space ~i.e., traveling distance along the
surface! scales and to the final diffracted directions
(6p/2-directions for TRs and any final direction for SARs!.
One of the most striking features of quantum trapping, com-
pared to the classical one, is that it can occur within a dis-
tance of one single unit cell. Moreover, we have seen that the
dynamics of sets of trajectories whose initial conditions map
the different regions of the ~initial! incoming wave, which
are manifested in the quantum deflection function and the
fraction of trapped trajectories, reveal the details about the
formation of the diffraction and resonance peaks. This map-
ping, which cannot be provided by the standard quantum
mechanics, should help to understand better the evolution of
the system and its relationship with its classical analog.
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FIG. 13. Weighted fraction of trapped Bohmian trajectories inside S for
incidence conditions Ei521 meV, and ~a! u i5uTR(4) and ~b! u i5uTR(2) , for
downhill scattering. The trajectories are started with initial positions cover-
ing the rear ~dotted line!, central ~dashed line!, and front ~solid line! parts
of r0 .
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